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ABSTRACT
This study examined the.effects, of competitive trait anxiety, perceived
anxiety, and perceived success on the attentional styles of college
vol1eybal1 athletes (N = 451. Attention rras measured using Nidefferrs
Test of AttentLonal Style (faSl as a general measure of attentlon, and
a test of volleyball attentional style (TVAS) as a sport-specific measure
of attention. Competitlve trai.t anxLety was assessed utilizing Martenst
Sport Conpetitlon Anxiety Test (SCAT), and pereeived ablllty and success
with a personal assessmejnt qirestlorrri.ire' (PAQ) . Multivariate analysis
of variance reveaLed that.volLdyball ath-letes who r^eported themselves to
be lowtanxiousr' of,^high abilityr. and successful vrere silnificantfy
different in attentional style than athl-etes who were high anxious, of
low ability, and less successful, as measured on both the TVAS and TAS.
Discriminant function analysis reveal-ed that ineffective attentional
components captured the greatest percentage of overall variance, and that
the TVAS more accurately identified athletes with ineffective attentional-
styles than the TAS. It was concluded that the sport-specific TVAS was
more appropri.ate for identifying attentional behaviors (effective versus
ineffective) among volleyball athlet'es than the general TAS.
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Chapter 1
IMRODUCTION
Attention is a varlabl-e which ls of growing lmportance among those
associated with' sports--athletes, coaches, and researchers. Suinn (1978)
states that, in the actual process of competitlon, the active, consclous
part of the mind utrlch directs the body can only make a posltive contributlon
to the performance process through regulation of attention.
Wtrat is attention, that lt could occupy such a proninent pl-aee in
successful athletic performance? A distlnction should be made between troo
phases of attention as comoirly discussed ln the literature. ttVisual attentionrl
'is a characterlstic of perception involvi-ng physlcal processes such as vlgllance,
acuity, and scanning behavlor (Kahneman, L973). "Psychol-ogical attentionrrr
which ls of maJor interest ln this study, refers to the cognitive eontrol
'processes which direct thought and senses to particular objects (Nideffer, L976b;
Suinn, 1978).
lJhen specificity of exercise became a popular concept among motor learning
researchers (e.g., Fleishman, 19721' Marteniuk, L974), it heralded a new dawn in
physical behavlor research. After all-, matching training to physical demands
seemed only Ioglcal. Sport psychologists were a blt slower to recognize the
significance of specificity of training to their discipline, however. Until
reeently, sport psychoLogists were interested in universal predictive tests--
flnding the comon element that ruould al1ow performance predictions across a
wide range of situations. The realization that psychological task demands.
were aLso sltuation-specifie and required speciflc assessment tools was slow to
arrive.
Nldeffer (7976a), a clinical psychologist, formulated a theory of
^psychological attention based partlf on-his work with athl-etes. He developed
2
a test based on triro dlmensions of attentlon--width and direction--to measure
attention across a broad range of life sLtuations. Accordlng to Nideffer
(L976a), attentional focus may vary along the width contlnuum from broad to
narrow. Direction of attention may be either internal, focused on thoughts
and emotions, or external, focused on environmental stLuuli. These two
dimensions work in combinatlon. Thus, a person may exhiblt broad external,
broad internal, narrow external, or narrow internal attentional styles. Since
in most instances a person can alter attention in either dimension at wil1,
Nidefferrs constructs fit well the specificity princlple of tratching task
demands with appropriate attentional styles.
The nature of competitive sport is such that varying situations require
certain types of attention if performance is to be optimized (Nideffer, I976b).
A football quarterback needs to maintain a broad external focus to select the
proper option as a play develops. A basketball player on the fouL Ilne needs
a much narrosrer focus of attention--concentration--to sink a freethrow.
Attention control does not stand alone as a determiner of performance, however.
Arousal and anxiety aie major nodifiers of attention (Landers, 1980). Anxiety
and arousal narrow attention, preventing the athlete from processing many cues.
If'a narrow attentional style is appropriate. for the task (e.g., swimml-ng),
then performerice nay lmprove under eonditlons of 'high arousal as long as the
athlete avoids tunnel vision. 0n the other hand, attention narrowed by
anxiety may prove disastrous to an athl-ete in a situation where a broad'focus
is essential for good perfontrance (e.g., a guard readlng a defense in
basketball-).
Because anxiety and attentlon interact in thls manner, the potential
arisestonake dranatl-c changes in an athleters performance by altering
arousal Levels and realizing the lmpact on attentlon. To accompllsh this,
3however, the speclfic demands for various sports--and demands rulthln a sport--
must be ldentifled. A valld and reliabl-e means of measurlng an athleters
attentlonal style and anxiety level in conrmon sport situations must also be
delineated. Once task demands, lndividual attentLonal styLes, and anxlety
levels are identifled, the athlete can alter anxiety to achieve athletic 
,
success. rndeed, the athlete of high ability, psychologically speaking,
would be one wtro could select an attentional style and control anxiety to
meet the situation demands of his/her sport.
Power vo1-leyball is a fast-paced sport which requires exeeptional- jr:npihg.
ability and quick reactions. The game is characterized by quick shlfts in
monentum--teams seem to earn or lose several points in succession, depending
on their ability to maintain concentration in the face of skill demands,
performance and judgnent errors, and emotional p1ay. The fine margin of
error in volleybaLl movements frequently,contributes to frustration and
heightened anxiety during,the game. 
,*
"Reading" the opponentrs offense and defense is the critical perceptual
processing aspect of volleyba11 that deterurines success (McManana , Lg72).
The width dimension of attention ls very important in "readingr, as the
athlete initlall-y focuses broadly in an effort to select the proper cues
which a1low the athlete to comtit to a particuldr course of action. As
options are eliminated, the athlete focuses more and tnore narrowly on cues
that rblate to specific pre-assigned defensive or offensive actions.
Direction of attention ls also important. Players are frequently internaL
during breaks ln the aetlon or prior to serving (when selecting a serving
strategy), and external during the flow of the game. ;
Attentlon and anxiety seem lntuitivel-y to be closely related to vol-leybaIl
ability and success. Thus, the relationships between attentional styles of
volleyball athletes and levels of anxiety, ablJ-lty, and success w111 be
examined ln thls study.
Scooe of Problem
Thi.s study examlned the effects of eompetitive trait anxiety, pereeived
ability' and perceived success on attentlonal styles of volleybaLl athletes;
Subjects (N = 45) were female varslty college and-USVBA "A" callber or better
playerswhowere active voI1eyba1l athletes Ln New York State. Self-report
measures were used to collect data for each varlable.
Attention rras Eeasured using t$ro assessment devlces. The flrst 74
statpments which form the attentional portlon of Nidefferrs (1976a) Test
of Attentlonal and Interper6ooal Style (TAIS), hereafter referred to as the
Test of Attentional Style (tl,S), lras utlllzed. The TAS covers a broad range
of general life situations, yet is stll-l- used to measure attentlonal behavlor
in specific situations, such as sports. A test of volleyball attentional style
(lIiAS) Lras constructed as an alternatlve assessment tool to provide a more
specific measure of attentLonal behavlor among volleyball athletes.
. 
-Competitive trait anxiety was Eeasured rrith Martenst (Lg77) Sport
Competition Aruriety Test (SCat), and percel.ved abtlity and success with a
personal- assessment questionnaire (PAQ). Thlrteen of the subJects rrere
retested oa all test instr:uments 4-6 weeks after inltial testing to determine
test-retest rellablLity.
Test-retest coefficients were calculated using the Pearson produet-moment
correlation, and interoal consLstency using Cronbachrs (1951) coefflcient
alpha analysis. Etgh and Iow grgup scores on the anxiety, ability, and success
variables were analyzed fot group differences uslng a multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) procedure. Follow-up tests includdd univariate analysis of
5) varlance (ANOVA), and discrimlnant function analysls. Canonlcal correlatlon
as one set of variables and the TAS and TVAS, respectively, as the other set
of varlables.
Statement of Problem'
The relationships -between att-entional styles of volleyball- athletes
and levels of competitive tralt anxiety, percelved ability, and perceived
success were examined ln this study. Anxiety, ability, and success rilere
identified as independent varlables, while the six attentional scales of
.l
the TAS and TVAS served as nultiple dependent variables. Data obtained
from these measures were computed to anshrer the following questions
1. Are there slgnificant differences between high- and low-anxiety,
ability, and success groups on the TAS?
2. Are there significant differences between high- and low-anxiety,
.ability, and success groups on the TVAS?
3. Can particuLar attentionaL styles be identified as effective or
i.neffectlve for femal-e volleyball athletes?
Hypotheses
1. Vo11-eyba1l athletes who report themselves to be Iow anxious will
exhibit a significantly different attentiona1 style as measured on the TVAS
than those who are hlgh anxious
.2. Volleyball athletes who report themselves to be of high ability
will exhibit a signlficantly different attentional style as measured on the
TVAS than those of 1ow abil-ity.
3. Vol1eybal1 athl-etes who report themselves to be successful will
exhibit a significantly different attentional style as measured on the
TVAS than those who are- less successful.
4. Volleybal.l athletes who report themselves to be low anxlous wllL
show no dtfference ln attentional style as measured on the TAS than those
who are high anxlous.
will
those
5. Vo1leyba1l athletes who report thernselves to be of high abillty
show no dlfference ln attentional style as measured on the TAS than
who are of low abllity.
6. Volleyball athletes who report themselves to be successful wll1
style as measured on the TAS than thoseshow no difference ln attentional
who are less successful.
Assumptions of Study
1. The athletes were of sufficlent leve1 of experience to relate to
the situationi preFented in the fVlS.
2. Possible position speiialization among athl-etes would not affect
their ability to relate to the situations Presented to the TVAS.
3. The self-report Eeasures rilere an accurate and honest self-assessment
of behavior in the given situations.
4. The TAS and TVAS statements were an accurate reflection of specific
styles of attentional behavior.
Definition of Terms
1. Attentlon: the cognitive process of selectively narrowing or
broadly focusing on internal thoughts and feelings or external envlronmental
stimull.
2. Attentional sty1e3 a composite of effective and ineffective
attentional behaviors-of an individual along the attentional dimensions
of width and directl"on. ''
3. Effective attention: wtfen the individualts focus fits the
attentional demands of a given situation.
7
4. Ineffective attention: when the lndlvidualts focus of attention ls
inapproprlate in a given situatLon
5. 'Width of attention: thLs refers to the amount.of information and how
broad a perceptual field an lndivldual.controLs.
6. Directlon of attentl.on: thls refers to whether the attentional focus
is ioternal or external.
7. Broad external focus of attention (BET): an effective tlpe of
attent,ion in wtrich the individualts attention ls focused on a range of
environmental cues
8. Overloaded external focus of attentlon (OET): an ineffective type of
attentlon in wtrlch the iridividualts attentlon is focused on too broad a range
of environmental cues.
9. Broad internal focus of attention (BIT): an effective type of attentlon
in which the individualrs attention is focused on a range of cognitive and
proprioceptive stinu1l.
10. Overloaded internal focus of attention (OIT): an ineffective type of
,attentioninwhich the individualts focus of attention is on too broad a range
of cognitive and proprioceptive cues.
11. Narrow focus of attention (NAR): an effective type of attention in
which the individual-rs focus ls directed towards selected internal or external
cues.
12. Underinclusive focus of attention (RED) 3 an ineffective type of
attenEion in which the indivldualrs focus is reduced and directed towards
too few internal or external cues.
13. Vo11evbal1 athlete: a female member of a col-lege'varsity vo11eybaL1
team or a United States Volleyball Association (USVBA) "A" cal-iber or better
player wiEh eollege volleyball experience.
|
8
L4, Successful vollevbal-l athlete: an lndividual who reports that while
playing volleyball she has been t'on winnlng teams"' ttrecognLzedr" t'successfuLrtt
ttrewardedrtt tthappyrtr and ttconfidentrr to some degree. 
r
15. Less successful volLeyball athlete: an individual who reports that
whil-e playing competitive volleyball she \ras "on loslng teatrsrtt ttunnoticedrtl
ttunsuccessful 
,rr trfrustratedrtt ttsadrtt and 'tuircertaintt to sorne degree.
15. High abilitv vollevball athlete: an individual wtro reports that as a
vo1-leybal1- player her ability is ttabove averagert't'goodrtt ttpraised by the
coachr'tt ttsuperlorrtt ttbroadrtt ttpraised by othersrtt ttencouragingrtt ttstrongrtt and
t'better than mosttt to some degree.
L7. Low abillty volleyball athlete: an individual who reports that as a
volleyball player her abll-ity is "below averager" "badr" "ridiculed by coachr"
ttinf,eriorrtt ttllmitedrrt ttridiculed by othersrtt ttfrustratingrtt ttweakrrt and
ttvrorse than mosttt to somi: degree.
18. Low anxious volleyball athlete: an individual whose score on
competitive Lrait anxiety (SCAT) is distributed in the lower 50% of the
distribution.
' 19. High anxious volleyball athlete: an individual whose score on
conpetltive trait anxiety (SCAT) is distributed in the upper 50% of the
distri.bution.
20. Anxiety: a cognitive/physical state characterized by heightened
physiological arousdl and a cognitive/emotLonal worry component.
21. Cdmbetltive trait anxlety: a predisposition to perceive competitive
situations as threatening and to respond to these situations with feelings of
worry or tensloo.
DeLiroitations of Study
1. This study invoLved on1y fenale athletes Deeting the minimum standard
of college varsity volleyball experience or better.
.    ・ … … …    ・  .¨
l
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2. The TAS and TVAS measured attention with respect to width (broad/narrow)
and direction (internal/external) on slx subscales (sst; OET, BIT, oIT, NAR,
RED) through general and volleybalL specific situations, respectively.
t. 3. The SCAT lras a self-report assessment tool used as a measure of
coEPetitive trait anxi-ety.
4. The PAQ was a self-report meastrre of perceived abllity and success.
5. Data were collected by a single lnvestigator using a consistent
approach.
Linitations of Study
1. The results of this study can only be generalized to volleyball-
athletes who are considered simllar to those in this study.
2. Attention, anxiety, ability, and success rrere examined onLy wlthin the
confines of the definitlons provided and tests used.
rヽ
chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATITRE
Functions of Attention
Research on attention cuts across many disclipines--clinical psychol-ogy
(Zubin, cited in Garmezy, 1977), neuropsychology and psychophyslology (Pribran
& McGulnness, I975), and sport psychology (Landers, 1980). Just as anxiety
has been shown to be too multlfaceted to be approached as a unitary variable
(Endler & Okada, 1975), attentlon also seems to involve a number of concepts
which make a singular practical definltlon difficult. Attentlon can be
broadly defined as task- or goal-oriented perceptual processing: "The process
of extracting lnformat(ion from ongoing events in a selective, active,
economical way"lGibson.& Rader, 1979, p. 4). Wtrile global definitions of
attention may vary somewhat, the central concept among definitlons is
selection across a range of possible stinuli.
Though different terminology is frequently used, there seems to be a
consistent dlvision of attention into two areas. I,Iachtel (1967) referred
to content, 
.or variables which make stimuli differentially perceptible to
an indlvidual-, and structure, whlch emphasizes individual styllstic
approaches (state and trait) to stirnuli lndependent of content. Kahneman
(1973) descrlbed lnvoluntary attention as that whlch occurs from the
inherent arouslng aspects of stimuli, and voluntary attention as stimul-i.
atten<ied to because of thelr relevance to task demands. Posner aud Snyder
(Lg75) contrasted automatic activation and cognitiVe control phases of
attention. Automatic activatian processes occur without intention,
conscious awareness, or lnterference from other mental activitlbs, and
are strictly the result of past learning. Cognitive control processes.
are conscLous, under current control, and involve cognitive strategies,
10
．「
，?
?
)presumably siurilar to the six attentional constructs presented by Nideffer
(1976a). Taylor (1979) distinguished between physical attentional
processes and psychologlcal or cognitive attentional functlons. IIis
categorization of physlcal attentional processes seems to correspond
with contentr involuntary attention, and automatic activation descriptlons,
while psychologlcal attention includes structure, voluntary attention,
and cognltive control. Nidefferrs (L976a) theory of attentional styles
is based on psychol-ogical- concepts. Wtrlle understanding that automatic
attentional'processes are undoubtedly important, it is the cognitive
control processes of attention which are potentialLy modifiable and,
hence, of greater importance with regard to performance.
Attention; Arousal, and Anxiety
Just as definitions of attention are variable, clear distinctions
between anxiety and arousal- are rarely made in the literature. Since unclear
definitions make it difficult to discus,s arousal and anxiety as discrete
variables, both will be discussed together lrith regard to their relationship
with attehtion.
Spence and Spence (1966) touted the drive theory as an explanation
of the relationship between arousaL and performance. They theorized a linear
increase in performance as a function of habit (dominant response) X drive
(arousal). The dominant response of l-ow-skilled persons is typically pocir
performance, while highly-skiIled persons exhibit good performance as the
dominant response. Thus, a low-skilled athlete would exhiblt a decrease
in perfornance under arousal conditions, while a highly-skilled athlete
would show an increased performance leve1 under heightened arousal conditions.
The inverted-U theory predicEs a p.erformance increase with increasing
arousal up to an optimum polnt, Beyorid,Lniin {further arousal increases
12
cause a performance decrement (Landers, 1980). For superlor performers
the crucial difference between these two positions, drive and inverted-U'
is under condltions of high arousal, wh+5re drive theory predicts good
performance (if that response is dominant) and the inverted-U theory
predicts poor Performance.
Oxendine (1970) utllized task complexity to add more preclsion to 
*j
the inverted-U theory. He suggested the following reconceptuallzation u. 0 ru' i
- 
. ,o'{t
of the Yerkes-Dodson law as it might aPPly to motor performance: \''3'
1. A high level of arousal is essential for optimal perfo:mance
in gross motor activitles involving strength' endurance, and speed.
2. A hlgh level of arousal interferes with performances
involving complex skilIs, fine muscle movements, coordination,
steadiness, and general concentration'
3. A slightly-above-average level of arousal- is preferable to a
normal or subnormal arousal state for all motor tasks. (p. 25)
These guidelines and the inverted-U theory were both improvements over
.the drive theory slnce situation task demands were taken into account to
some extent. In these theories the question of how arousal and
performance interact was approached, but neither theory addressed the
question of why arousal and perfonnance covaried'
Easterbrook (1959) explained the relationships between arousal' '
performance, and task complexity using the notio" of 
"Tj-'::-i:-i.:-1t ior*' -'^-'
Low arousal Levels are characterized by poor performance because a wide
range of cues are accepted uncritically. Moderate to optirnal arousal-
increases narrow cue selectLon to the point that irrelevant cues are
eliminated. Further increase in arousal causes PercePtual.narrowlng and
a consequent loss of task-relevant cues' yielding Poorer performanee
\',*/''
\ 
*>":>
_Yh. _
~ ●
「
¨~¨
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(Kahneman, L973; Landers, 1980). Bacon (L974) attributed this narrowing
to interference with memory through capacity overloadlng of the short-
term memory stores
Further explanation of, Easterbrookts theory is offered by Kahnenan
(1973). High arousal decreases-performance in tasks that require a broad
focus of attention, slnce attention is focused on dominant cues at the 
1\
exPense of those peripheral to the task. Under high arousal condltions I
I
cue discrimlnation and selbction b'ecorhe crucial to success. If the I
)initial diserimination choices are lnaccurate because of increased
arousal, performance is less likely to be successful since the essential
cues .are not procured.
In stmary, Kahneman stated several speeific attentional changes,
which occur at either higtr or low levels of arousal. illgh arousal produces
narrowing of attention, difficul-ty in fine discriminati.on, and systematlc
change in strategies. Thus, perfo:mance is likely to suffer as a result
of perceptual processing failures. Low arousal levels produce failure
to adopt a task set, fallure in performance evaluation, and insufficient
modification of capacity allocation to task demands. Performance is
likely to decrease under conditions of low arousal in response to a lack
of interest or effort.
Spielberger (L972) helped elarify the concept of anxlety by
dichotomizing anxiety into trait and state components. Trait anxiety ls
a predisposition to perceive certain situations as threatening or stressful
and to respond with varying amounts of. state anxie.ty. State anxiety ls the
irnme6ir6. feeling expressed in a stressful sltuation. This definition
recognizes that situations are not inherently stressful. Stress and,
hence, anxiety are determined by individual perception of the situatlon
L4
as stress-inducing
The relatlonship between attention and anxlety is fairl-y well established
(Landers, 1980; Nideffer & sharpe, 1978; I{achtel , 1967). Anxiety produces
a narrowing of attentional focus, which can lead to performance decrements
if the narrowed attentional style does not Eatch the task demands. This
perfo:mance decrement was demonstrated in a recent field study (Weinberg
& Genuchi, 1980). Using Martens' Sport Conpetition Anxlety Test (Lg77)
as a measure of competitive traLt anxiety, the lnvestigators found that
low Levels of anxiety facilitated golf perfornance, while high levels of
anxiety disrupted go1-f perfonnance. This finding supports oxendinets
contention that complex motor sktlls such as goJ-f are best performed under
conditions of low anxiety.
I^Iitkin (1978) noted thdt high trait-anxlous people scan rhe
environment for non-essentj-al cues, and thi5 scanning interferes with the
task relevant response. These people are categorized as mis-attentive
rather than in-attentive. On the surface Witkinrs findlng seems somewhat
inconsistent with the body of experimental literature, which predicts
redueed scanning under high anxiety conditions. Wachtel (Lg67) suggesrs,
however, that high trait-anxious people narrow their attention to such a
degree that a stable orientation toward the envlronment cannot be
naintained. This narrowing results in random, disorganized scanning in an
effort to reestablish control over the perceptual process.
SPorts, particularly team events, often present complex interactions
that require a broad focus of attention (Nideffer, 1976b). Arousal (as
well as anxiety) beyond an optimal point would be detrinental in situations
that demanded the abil-ity to selectively process a broad range of cues
(Nideffer, L976a). Thus, altering arousal and anxiety levels on an
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individual- basis to fit task attentional- demands would seem crucial- to
successful performance. Logically, successful athletes would be those
who are able to match their attentional style to the sltuation.
Attention and Sport Perforuance
Taylorrs (L979) comprehensive review of the attentlonal literature
enphasized a scarclty of quality and valid studies in actual sport
situations. Many of the available studies purporting to measure
psyehological attention utilized the variable fiel-d-dependence-independence
(Barrell & Trippe, 1975; Kane, 1972; Pargman, Schreiber, & Stein, L974;
Rotella & Bunker, L978; Williams, L975). Nideffer (1976a, 1976b) and
Taylor (L979) predicted that the varying task demands of sport settings
would require varying attentional styles. A valid fiel-d measure of
attention should reflect the difference in attentional style relative to
task demands. The results of field-dependence-independence research are
inconclusive in differentiating team and individual sport partici-pants,
however, the sports in these two categories would seem to differ in
attentional demands. Thus, the practical significance and validity of.
field-dependence as a measure of psychological attention in sport settings.
uray be questloned.
Introversion-extroversion (Eysenck, L952; Morgan & Costill , lg72) and
augmentation-reduction (Petrie, 1960) are concepts whieh have al-so been
related to attentional behavior. Augmenters and introverts exhibit
greater ability to concentrate and maintain an internal orientation,
whiLe reducers and exEroverts have lower concentration powers and are
externaLly focused (Rotter, 1966; Ryan, L976). These two concePts are
generalizations modeled bfter an. a.]^ra theory, and the inportance of
situational variance is ignored (Blumenstein & Hudanov, 1980). Thus,
16
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lntroversion-extroversion and augmentation-reduction, just as field-
dependence-independence, are less than ideal measures of attention in
varied sport settings.
Zubin (clted in Garmezf, L977) identified a threefold classification
of effective dttention in his review of attentional aEtributes of
schizophrenics, nameLy (a) selection of a portion of the environment for
focusing attentlon, (b) maintenance of attentional focus, and (c) shifting
Ifocus when re(uired. These attributes are very similar to concepts
emphasized by Nideffer (L976a), especially the "flip-f1op" mechanism of
switching attentional styles to accomodate changing task demands (Kahneman,
1973; Nideffer, 1976b). The narrowing effect of anxiety on attention can
interfere with the ability of an athlete to freely switch attention when
needed. An athlete suffering fron high anxiety and narrowed attention
would be unable to function effectively ln situations that demand a switch
from narrow to broad focus of attention.
Taylorts (L979) study offers some hope for future measurement of
attention as a variable inportant to sport performance. He compared
Nideffer's TAS with-his soccer-sPecific inventory (tSeS; for their
ability to discriminate between college soccer players of high perceived
success and ability and low perceived success and ability. Each of the
t
six TSAS attehtional scales were able to differentiate soccer athleEes
of higtr and Iow perceived ability and success, while only two of the
attentional scales on the TAS were able to do so. In addition, soccer
athletes of high perceived success and ability exhibited a broad external
attentional focus on both the TAS and TSAS, while those of low percelved
success and abilitY did not.
Two other studies utilizing the TAS as a neasure of attention have
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shown variable results. Richards and Landers (1980), in a pilot study
using elite and subelite shooters, found standard rifle performance
positivel-y assoeiated with broad external focus, and English mat,ch
rifle perfomance positivel-y associated with narrowed attenti-onal focus.
A fol-low-up study found no positive correlations with either broad
external- or narrow attentional focus and. perfo.rmance (Landers, Furst, &
Daniels, 1981). Better shooters were less likely to be'overloaded
externally or excessively narrow, however. Wtril-e definitive conclusions
regarding shooting event task demands and effective attentional styles
cannot be drawn from these resul-ts, evidence does seem to indicate that
proficient shooters avoid ineffective attentional styles which coul-d be
detrimental to performance.
Comparison of results between shooters and soccer players is difficult
from a predictive standpoint. Soccer is an "opent' or interactive skill,
and though skeet and trap shooting are also categorized as open skills,
they are eertainly on the low end of the open skill continuum when compared
with soccer skills. The task demands of soccer and volleybaIl are
superficially similar, certainly closer than soccer and shooting. Both
vo1leyba11 and soccer are open, rapid-paced gamss with a premium placed
on processing a broad range of cues. As was found with the soccer players
(Taylor, L979), one might expect the broad external sEyle of attention
to be crucial $rith respect to voI1eyba1l performance.
Sumnary
There is modest evidence to suggest that a sport-specific attention
inventory ought to discriminate more accurat,ely among success and abil-ity
characteristics of athletes in'that sport than a general attention
inventory. There also .seems to be specific attentional demands associated
/
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with varlous sports. Thus, it seems wise to pursue the development of
situation-speclflc sport attention assessment devices to provide the
coach and athlete with the most accurate information to help aehieve
optimal perfo:mance.
Chapter 3
METHODS AI{D PROCEDURES
Selection of Subjects
Subjects involved in thls study were female volleyball athletes (N. = 45)
engaged in competitive voIleyball p1ay. Varsity colleglate or USVBA rrArr
Ieve1 of play or better were the crlteria for incl-usion in the study. Thirty
collegiate and 15 USVBA athletes, with a mean age of 20.13 years, compLeted
I the study. The population rrras lirnited to athletes competing ln New York State
for reasons of economy. Informed consent forms explainlng the general lntent
' of the study and ensuring confidentiality were distributed to, signed by, and
collected fron aI-1 subjects.
Testing Instruments
he attentional portion of the TAIS (first 74 statenierits), hereafter
referred to as the TAS, I^Ias administered along with a test constructed for
this study, a test of volleyball attentional style (TVAS). Two se1-f-report
measures were also included--a personal assessment questionnaire (fAql
designed to measure perceived ability and success; and the Sport Competition
Anxiety Test (SCAT), a measure of competitive trait anxiety.
. 
Nidefferrs (1976a) TAS contains 74 statements, 52 of which relate to
.attentional behavior aeross a broad range of situations. Six attentionaL
subscales are included, three of which represent effective behavior--broad
externdl focus (BET), broad internal focus (BIT), and narrow focus (nen;--
and three of which represent ineffective attentional functioning--overloaded
o 
external- focus (Onf) , overloaded internal focus (OIT), and underinclusive
focus (nfO1. Subjeets responded to each situation on a 5-point Likert scale
I
i
ranging from ttnever" to t'always.t' Const'ii-rct validitf was report"ed for
attentional subscales of the TAS (Nideffer, 1977). Test-retest reliability
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coefficients ranged from .93 to .60 (Nideffer, L976a).
The TVAS is composed of 84 statemsngs which represent a varlety of
attentional demands in the competitive settlng of volleyball. The statenents
were intuitively written basbd on the investigatorrs knowledge of volleyball
as a coach and athlete. A sLightly larger pool of sltuations was narrowed
to the final 84 by discarding situations which did not seem to represent a
discrete subscale or appeared likely to be misinterpreted by the athlete.
Statements included in the final version were volleyball-specific but
assumed to be general enough so that each athlete could relate to the situation
in some manner, regardless of experience or positional differences.
The TVAS format was identical to that of the TAS. The S4.statement,s
were listed randomly using a table of random numbers to encourage a response
to each situation based on its or,m merit with no grouping bias. Subjects
responded to each statenent -on a 5-point Likert scaLe ranging from ttnever"
Used as a measure of perceived success and ability, the PAQ is a modi-
fication of a semantie differential inventory used by Taylor (1979). The
test incorporated six bipolar adjectives to describe success and nine to
describe ability. Subjects were instructed to place an "X" along the
5-point scale. in the space that best represented their perceived ability
or success.
llartens' (L977) SCAT is composed of 15 statements, 10 of which are
designed Eo reflect trait anxiety behavior in competitive situations. Subjeets
anstTer each statement on a 3-point scale--tthardly everrtt ttSometimesrtt or
ttoften.tt Both positive and negative statements are included to reduce
response bias. The SCAT is presented to subjects as the lll-lnois Competition
Questionnaire and is described in the instructions as a measure of "feelings
in sport situations" to avoid potential negative reactions to a test of anxiety.
<.
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Content and concurrent validlty srere established for the SCAT through extensive
testing. Test-retest correlation coefficients ranged from .70 to .80
(Martens, L977).
Methods of Data Collection
A test packet was provided to each athlete containing the folIowlng items:
a ll2 pencil, markread computer cards, infor:med consent form, TAS, PAQ, TVAS, and
SCAT. The investigator brought rhe info:med consent fotm Eo the attention of the
athletes and requested that they read and sign the form if they were rrilling
to participate in the study. After signing the eonsent form the athletes
were asked to examlne the four test instruments sequentially as the instructions
for each were verba1-i,zed by the investigator. Emphasis was p1-aced on completing
the tests in the prescribed order (as a control procedure to ninirnize fatigue),
and proceduraL questions were ansrilered. Subjeets were informed that most peoPle
could complete the tests in 40-50 minutes, but that they could take as long as
necessary, and the testing r^ras begun. Responses to the TAS and TVAS were nade
on markread'computer cards, whereas the answers to the PAQ and SCAT were made
on the test sheet.
From one to nine athletes were tested at any given session, at a time
and place mutually agreeable to them and investigator. The testing environment
was varied, but care was taken to ensure that relative quiet was maintained
during testing to reduce distracting breaks in concentration. Beyond a
standardized presentation and test packet, no environmenEal controls were
established.
Data were collected between May, 1980 and May, 1981. Approximately
4-6 weeks after the initial test administrdtion, 13 athletes were retested
to provide a measure of reliability.
Scoring of Data
Markread cards containing TAS and TVAS data were submitted to the comPuter'
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which read the scores, asslgnlng an appropriate value frorn 1-5 for each
resPonse. These data were then entered on a dlsk flle for future use. The
PAQ was scored by hand uslng a punched stencil wlth the appropriate value
from 1-5 recorded for each response. Since the PAQ sheet contained both
success and abllity data, subtotals were obtalned for each cotrponent. The
SCAT was also scored by hand following the instructions provided by Martens
(L977). All PAQ and SCAT data were then transferred to a masrer data sheet,
and subsequently to data cards for computer analysis.
Treatment of Data
Test-retest coeffi.cients (4-6 week interval) to deter:Dine the stabillty
of both the TAS and TVAS were computed uslng the Pearson product-monent
correlation. Internal consisteney for each of the six attentional subscales
on the TAS and TVAS was c:onp,rted using Cronbacht s coefflcient atrph. .rr"iy"fl
'As a preliminary to statistical computa'tions, subjeets were ranked
according to their anxiety, abiLlty, and'success scores. A rnedian-spltt
was apProxlmated using the nearest natural break in the scores to provide
a higb and 1ow group for each ladependent varLable. The effecLs of leve1s
of anxiety, ability, and success llere caLculated using nultlvariate analysls
of varlance. This was followed by univarlate analysisofvariance and dls-
criminant funct-ion analysis to determine which dependent measures contributed
to significant differences between an:riety, abllity, and success. Canonical
correlation was utilized to assess the multlvariate relationshlp between the
predictor variabl-es (competitive trait anxlety, perceived ability, percelved
success) and the outcome variables (attentional scales of tire TAS and TVAS).
Surrnary
The TAS and TVAS were used to assess att"entional behavior of female
volleyball athletes (N = 45). Both were aduinistered along with a personal
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assessment questionnaire (PAQ), to measure perceived success and ability, and
SCAT, a Deasu-re of eompetitive trait arxiety. A11 athletes were tested over
a l-year perlod, frorn May 1980 to May 1981. Thirteen subjects rrere retested
after a 4-6 week interval to gain a measure of test-retest rellabil-ity for
each of the instrments.
Internal- consistency for the slx attentional subscales of the TAS and
IVAS was calculated. Athletes were ranked and divided into high- and Low
an:<iety, abiIlty, and success groups using a median-split technique. Six
separate MANOVATs were performed to detemine the effects of levels of anxiety,
ability, and success on attention as represented by the TAS and TVAS.
ANOVATs and discriminant functlon analysls folLowed the MANOVATs to determine
the emount of difference contributed by the various attentional subscales.
Canonical correlation rilas util-ized to assess the relationship between the
predictor variables (anxiety, ability, success) and'the outcome variables
(attentional style).
Chapter 4
A}IAIYSIS OF DATA
The results of the Lnvestigatlon are presented th this chapter, and
are rePorted for the followlng majot aopfl": internal conslstency for
the attentlonal scales of the TVAS and'TAS; test-retest reliability-fcir
the TAS, wAS, PAQ, and scAT; I'IAN0vAts, Al.lovArs, and discriminant function
analysis for the TVAS and TAS; and canonical correlation.
Internal Consistencv for the Attentional Scales
of the TVAS and TAS
The internaL consistency of subunits of a test are measured by
coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951). Alpha reliabilities for each of the
slx attentional scales of the IVAS and TAS are reported in Table 1. Two
coefficients are listed for some scales. coefficients appearing in
parentheses are values adjusted to improve internal consistency by deleting
items correlating negatively or below .10 with the scale as a whol-e.
Adjusted reliability coefficients for the TAS varied from a hlgh of .75
(Om1 to a l-ow of .52 (NAR), a range of .23. Adjusred reliabillty
coefficients for the TVAS varied fron .85 (BET) lo .59 (NAR), a range of
.26. The TAS values are similar to rhose obtained by Taylor (1979).
Test―retest Reliability for the Attentional Scales
of the TVAS and TAS
Test-retest coefficients for the 13 athletes who retook both tests
after a 4-6 week perlod are reported in Table 2. Test-retest reLlabil-ity
coefficients, measures of response stability over time, varied fron .98
(BIT) to .65 (NAR) for the TAS scales, a range of .32. The TVAS scales
varied from .99 (BET, 0IT) to'.89 (NAR), a range of .10. The TAS val-ues
are higher than those obtained by Taylor (1979).
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Table l
lnte.ua■ Consistency of Test of Attentional Style (TAS)and
Test of Volleyba■■ Attentional Style (TVAS)
Variables TAS TVAS
υ
BET
OET
BIT
OIT
NAR
RED
.61
.75
。40 (.69)a
.43 (。60)b
―。03 (.52)C
.23 (.60)d
.85
.68 (.76)e
.80 ( .IDf
.80 (.82)g
.33 (. se)h
.7r (.74)i
a Items 29, 24, arrd 27 deleted.
b la.r" 59 and 73 deleted.
9 ltens 4, L4,18, 26,28, 29, and 32 deleted.
d lt.r" 6, 15, 17, 48, 49,51, and 69 deleted.
" It"." 39 and 43 deleted.
f 
,a", 13 deleted.
I lt"ro 80 deleted.
h Iters 3, 5, 27, arrd 51 deleted.
' i I..r" 2 arrd 18 deleted.
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Table 2
Test-retest Reliabllity for Attentlonal
Trait Anxiety, Perceived Success,
Variables and Cornpetitive
and Perceived Abillty
Attentional
Varlables
?? ? ?
? ?
Predictor
Variables
Anxiety
Success
Ability
???
???
???
???
?
?
.95
.97
.98
.97
.66
.93
????
?
?
?????
???
??
?
?
.99
.96
.95
.99
.89
.98
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Test-retest Rellabilitv for Conpetltive Tralt Anxietv (SCAT).
Perceived Abilitv, and Perceived Success (PAQ)
Test-retest coefficients for the 13 athletes who retook the SCAT
PAQ are reported in Table 2. The rellability coefficients were .97
anxiety, .96 for abiLity, and .98 for success. These rjllabilities
higher than those reported el-sewhere for SCAT (Martens, Ig77), and
the PAQ (Tay1or, 1979).
I'IANOVA, AI.IOVATs, and Discriminant Function Analysis for Anxietv
Levels with the AEtentlonal- Scales of the TVAS
MANOVA for anxl-ety levels (high and low) with the TVAS attentional-
variables revealed a significant overall group difference, F (6, 38) = 4.04,
p < .05. The finding of a significant difference supported the first
I hypothesis that volleyball athletes who report themselves to be low anxious
exhibit a significantly different attenti-onal style on the TVAS.
's for anxiety levels on the TVAS (Table 3) revealed significant group
differences < .05) for the OET, OIT, and NAR scales. Significantly higher
geans were reportNor OET and 0IT f or the high anxious group, and a
significantly higher mea-n was reported for NAR for the 1ow anxious group. High
competitive trait anxiety athletes were overloaded externally and internally
and were l-ess able to narrow attention effeetively. Though signiflcant
differences were not shoum for the other three TVAS scales, all three
maintained the hypothesized directionallty
Discrininant function analysls rdveAled the .relative contribution that
each TVAS variable made to the.overall significant between group'difference.
The OET scale contributed 39.62% to the*variancer followed by 29.567" from
the OIT scale, .and 16.937. from the RED scale.. These three scales contributed
86.Ll"l to the between afi"xiety grouPs variance.
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Means, Standard
High― and
Table 3
Deviations, and ANOVATs of IVAS Varlables for
Low:Competltlvd Tralt Anxiety Athletes
Attentional
Variables
High Anxietya Low Anxietyb
?
?
????
?
?? SD
BET
OET
BIT
52.52
21.52
53.17
42.35
23.17
29。26
8.87
4.63
7.32
8.80
4。14
6.34
56.86
17.55
55。91
34.73
25.32
26.82
5。58
3.07
4.99
3.83
2.89
3。86
3.83
11.42彙士
2。12
13。95士
4.03士
2.41
?
??
't = zg.
o* 
= ,r.
*g < .05.
**g < .01.
???
?
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}IANOYA, A}.IOVArs, and Dls'crlminant Function Analvsls for Perceived
Abllitv Levels with the Attentlonal Scales of the TVAS
MANOVA for perceived ablllty leve1s (high and low) with the TVAS
attentlonal variables revealed a significant overall group difference,
F (6, 38) = 2.99, L<.05. The finding of a slgnificant difference supported
the second hypothesis that volleyball athletes who report themselves to be
of high abillty wlLl exhiblt a signiflcantly different attentional style on
thE TVAS
ANOVATs for perceived ability levels on the TVAS (Table 4) revealed a
significant group difference (p < .'05) for the OIT scale. A significantly
higher mean on OIT was reported for the Iow ability group. Low abil-ity
athletes were more J.ikely to be overloaded lnternalIy. Though statistically
significant differences were not shown for the other five variables, all
five scales maintained the hypothesized directionallty
Discriminant function analysis on the TVAS variables revealed the major
variables contributing to the significant between group difference. The 0IT
scale contri-buted 51 .42lZ to the variance, followed by 18. 462 from the RED
scale, and L4,757. from the BIT scaLe. These three scales contributea gq.Sl%
to the between anxiety grouPs variance.
},fANOVA. AI.IOVArs,. and Discriminant Functton Analvsis for Success
. 
Levels with the Attentional Scales of the TVAS
MANQVA for perceived success levels (high and 1ow) and the TVAS variables
revealed a significant overall group difference, F (6, 38) = 4.92, P ( .001.
The finding of a significant difference supported the thlrd. hypothesis that
volleyball athletes who report themselves to be highly successful will- exhiblt
a significantly different attentional style on the TAS.
AI{OVA!s for perceivbd success levels on the IVAS (Table 5) revealed
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Means, Standard
High―
Table 4
Devi tions, and ANOVA's of
and Low―Perceived Abi■ ity
TVAS Variab■es for
thle es
Attentional
Varlables
High Abilltya Lo!, Abllityb
SD SD
???
?
??
BET
OET
BIT
OIT
NAR
RED
56.24
18.67
55。05
35.57
24.90
27.57
9。25
4.92
7.55
9。24
3.28
6。71
53。25
20。37
54.04
41.29
23.62
28.50
5。13
3。60
4。82
4。09
4.11
3.33
1.73
1.73
。27
6.85彙
1.35
.33
21.
24.
.05。
?????? ?
?
?
?
????
?
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TabLe 5
Means, Standard Deviations, and ANOVATs of TVAS Variables for
High- and Low-Perceived Success Athletes
Attentional High Successa Low Successb
Variables M      SD        M      SD??
BET 57.90    6.69      51。79 7。46 8.28彙
OET            17.10    3。85     21。75  3。66          17.27士士
BIT            57.62    5。93     51。79    5.53          11.62士士
01T            33.48    4。26    43.12    7.40          27.61彙士
NAR            25。48   4。05      23.12    3.06           4。91士
RED            25.86    3。93     30。00  5。76           7.71士彙
"r = 
"'o* 
= ,0.
*p < .05.
o*p < .0I.
多            _
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slgnlficant group differences (g < .05) for al-l six attentional scales.
Signiflcantly higher means lrere reported for BET, BIT, and NAR scales for
the high success groups. Significaritly higher meahs were rePorted for OET,
OIT, and RED scales for the low success grouP. Successful- athletes were
likely to malntain an effectlve attentional- focus whether internal, external,
broad, .or. narrot. Less successful athletes were unable to maintain an
effective attentional focus.
Discriminant functlon analysis on the TVAS variables revealed the najor
variables contributing to significant between grouP difference. The OIT
scale contributed 48 .241( to the variance, followed by 28.377. from the OET
scale. These two scales contributed 76.6L% to the total variance.
Levels with the Attentional Scales of the TAS
MANOVA for anxiety leveIs (high and low) with the TAS variables
reveal-ed a slgnificant overal-l group difference, F (6, 38) = 4.23r P < .005.
The finding of a slgniflcant dlfference led to the rejection of the fourth
hypothesis that there will be no significant difference between volleybal1
athletes who considered themselves to be high- or Low anxlous.
AI{OVA! s for anxiety levels on the TAS (Table 6) revealed significant
group differences (p < .05) for the OET and NAR scales. Significantly
higher means lrere reported for the OET and NAR scales for the high anxious.
group. High competitive trait anxious athletes were likely to be overloaded
externally, but al-so seemed to be able to narrow attention effectively. Ihe
BET, BIT, and RED scales maintained the hypothesized directionality, whlle
the OIT scale did not.
Discriminant function analysis on the TAS variables revealed the major
contributors to slgnificant between grouP difference. The NAR scale
I,TANOVA. ANOVATs, and Discriminant Function Analysir lor Anxie!
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Table 6
Deviatlons, and AIIOVATs of TAS Variables for
Low-Competitive Trait Anxiety Athletes
Attentional
Variabl-es
High Anxietya Low Anxletyb
??????
SD SD
BET
OET
BIT
OIT
NAR
RED
20.91
34。26
15.78
18.78
19。09
22.87
4。08
5.56
3.75
2.37
2.47
3.53
22。05
30。73
17.50
19。50
17.00
21.27
2.21
5.90
2.22
4。08
2.71
4。07
1。32
4.28彙
3.45
。53
7.32士
1.98
23.
22.
。05.
? ?
????
?
?
?
?
????
?
??』
?
?
?
」
?
?
?
?
??
?
」
?
』，?
?
?
?
?
??
?
」
―?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
，??
‥
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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contributed 79.85% to the variande, fo■■owed by ll.50% rom the BET scale.
These two scaleS accounted for 91。35% of the between groups variance.
MANOVA, ANOVA'S, and Discriminant Function Analysis fOr Ability
Leve■s with the Attentional Scales of the TAS
MANOV▲ for perceived abi■ty levels (high and low)with the TAS
attentional var■b■es revealed a sign■ficant overa■l g oup difference,
F (6, 38)= 9。37,ュ く .001・  The finding of a significant difference led
to the re]ection of the fifth hypothesis that there will be no s■gnificant
difference between volleyba■■ athlet s who considered themselves to be of
high― Or low ability.
ANOVA's for perceived ability levels on the TAS (Table 7) revealed
significant group differences (12く 。05) for the BET, OIT, and RED scales.
A s■8nificantly higher mean was repolted for BET=for thさ high ability
grOuP, and sign■ficantly higher means were repbrted fOr oIT and RED f6r
the low abi■ity group.  High ability athletes,maintained a broad external
focus, while low ability athletes were likely to be ■neff ctive attentiOnally
tirOugh interna■ overloading and excessive narrowing of attention.  Though
statistically significant differences were not shown for the other three TAS
variables, all three maintained the hypothesized directionality.
Discriminant functiOn analysis on the TAS variables revealed the ma30r
contr■butors to sign■fica t between group difference.  The RED scale      、
contributed 56。15% to the variance, followed by 27。06% fr n the OttT scale.
These two scales accounted for 83。21% of the between groups variance.
MANOVA, ANOVA's, and Discriminant Function Analysis for Success
Levels with the Attentional Scales of the TAS
MANOVA for perceived success levels (high and 10w)with the TAS
variables revealed a significant overall group difference, 二 (6, 38)= 5.87,
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Table 7
Means, Standard Deviations, and AI{OVA|s of TAS Variables for
High- and Low-Perceived Ability Athletes
Attentlonal High Abllitya Low Abilityb
Var■ab■es M      SD        M      sD??
BET
OET
BIT
OIT
NAR
RED
23。05    2.40      20。08  3.43
30。76    5.43      34。08 6。04
17.57    2。16      15.79    3.72
17。95    2.64      20.17    3.52
18.33    2.97      17.83    2.62
19.48    3.49      24.37    2.46
11。00彙
3。72
1
5.57彙
. 6
30。19■士
aN 
〒 21.
bN = 24。
包 く 。05。
士彙ユ< ・01・
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p < .001. The flnding of a significant dlfference led to the rejection
of the slxth hypothesis that there w111- be no signiflcant .dlfference betweeo
voIIeyball athletes who conslderea tU"r".tves to be successful- or less
successful.
AIIOVAT s for perceived success level's on the TAS (Table 8) revealed
signlficant group differenc"" (P < .05) for the BET, BIT, OET, and RED
scales. Signlficantly higher Eeans lrere teported for BET and BIT for the
hlgh success group, and signlficantly higher means rrere rePorted for OET
and RED for the low success group. Successful athletes maintalned broad
internal and external focus of attentlon, while less successful athletes
rrere overloaded externally and narrowed attentlon excessively. The NAR
scale naintained the hypotheslzed directlonality, while no between grouPs
difference $Ias found for the OIT scale. i
Discrlminant functlon analysis on the TAS variables reveaLed the
major contributors to the significant between group difference. The RED
scale contrlbuted 41.857" to the variance, followed by 35.057^ from the BET
scale. These two scales accounted for 79.gO7. of the between groufis varlance.
Canonical Correlation
-
Canonical correlation assessed the multlvariate relatlonship between
the outcome measures (attentional scales) and the predietor variables
(competitive tralt anxlety, percelved abillty, percelved suecess). Trpo
signlficant correlations were found, using the TVAS variables. The flrst
correlation, R- = .84, X2 {te) = 58.00, p < .001, revealed th'e followlng
Pattern:
Eigh perceived success # Low OIT and high RED.
Successful athletes did not become overloaded internally, but tended to
narrorr attentlon excesslvely at times
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Table 8
Means, Standard Devlations, and AlIovArs of TAS Varlables for
Hlgh- and Low-Perceived Success Athletes
Attentj.onal High Successa Low Srrc"essb
Variables M      SD        M      SD
?
?
BET
OET
BIT
OIT
NAR
RED
23.33 2;82 19:83' 2.85
30.57 5.67 34.25 5.74
L7 .95 2.56 L5.46 3.27
19.14 3.37 L9.L2 3.31
t8,24 3.32 t7.92 2.24
19.81 3.27 24.08 3. 19
17。05彙
4.66彙
7.95士彙
.00
.15
19.68★士
aN=21.
bN = 24。
・ 2く 005.
士決ユ く 。010
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The second correlation, 墨t = .54, x2 (1。)= 19.39, 2く 。05, revealed the
fol■owing patte.ュニ:
High competitive trait anxiety, low perceived success, and high
perceived abi■ity一 High BET, low OET, ■ow BIT, high OttT,
high NAR, and high RED.
This profi■e depicted athletes who either mis―perceived tho se■ves to be of
high ability, or who were high in ability but unsuccessfu■ because of anxiety―
induced internal overloading and excessive narrowing Of attentiono  This
profile wou■d ■ot se・Tn to promote successful volleyball perfo.ulance.
Us■ng the TAS var■ables, one sign■ficant canon■l correlation was found,
塁c = .76, x2 (18)= 50.34, 2く 。001, revealing the f01lowing pattern:
Low perceived success and ability―Low BET and high RED。
This profile fit the atiletes who perceivec themselves to be lowr in.ability
. 
and success. Such athletes had difficul-ty naintaining a broad external focus
and were prone to excessive narrowing. This profile would not seem conducive
to successful vol1eyball performance.
Stmarv
Adjusted alpha reliabillties for internal consistency on the TVAS varied
' from .85 to .59. The TAS reliabllities varied fron .75 to .52, values
sinilar to those obtained by Taylor (1979). Test-retest values were hlgh for
all variables except for the NAR scale on the TAS, whlch was moderately
rel-iable.
As hypothesized, MANOVATs revealed that volleyball athletes who rePorted
themseLves to be low anxious, of. high ability, and successful were
significantly different in attentional style as measured on the TVAS than
those who were high anxious, of low ability, and less successful. Contrary
to the hypotheses, I"IANOVAts revealed that voL1eybal1 athletes who reported
E   F
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themselves to be l-ow anxlous, of high ability, and successful_ were
signiflcantly different in attentional style as measured on the TAS than
those who were hlgh anxlous, of l-ow abillty, and less successful.
AI{OVA!s assessed which attentionaL scales dlfferentiated competitive
trait anxiety, perceived abillty, and percelved success groups. oET, orr,
and NAR attentional scales differentiated between anxiety, ability, and
success grouPs most frequently on the TVAS; BET, 0ET, and RED differentiated
Eost freguentLy between groups on the TAS.
Discrlminant function analysis revealed that OIT, BET, and RED were
the greatest contributors to variance on the TVAS, while RXD and BET Iargel-y
contributed to the between group variance on the TAS.
Canonlcal correlatlon analyses revealed two signiflcant relatlonshtp
Patterns between the predictor varlables and outcotre measures of the TVAS,
aad oae signlficant relatlonshlp for the TAS.
Chapter 5
DISCUSS10N OF RESULTS
ll The results presented J-n chapter'4 wilL be discussed in this chapter.
t
,tThe'[following topics are included: internal consistency of the TVAS andtl
ll
TAS; test-retest reliability of the TVASi TAS, PAQ, and SCAT; anxiety
t
,i
1ev51s and the attentional scores on the TVAS and TAS; ability Ievels
q
andirthe attedtional scores on the TVAS and TAS; success levels and the
t,
attl6ntional scores on the TVAS and TAS; recurrlng attentional patterns;
I
and the attentional style of volleyball athletes.
|
|.
Internal Consistency of the IVAS and TAS
' Coefficient alpha reliablllties for the attentional scales of the
TVAS and TAS are reported in Table 1. Cronbachrs (1951) alpha reliability
is i neasure of internal consistency. Attentional scales refLectlng a
high alpha coefficient contain items that were answered in a homogeneous
I
manher. Corrected rellabilities in parentheses represented rellabillties
adjusted by deleting items correlating negatively or below .10 with the
sca!.e total. Corrected alpha reliabillties ranged fron .85 (BET) to .59
(Xenl for the TVAS, and .75 (0ET) to .52 (NAR) for the TAS.
The corrected al-pha coefficients rrere greater for each attentional
scale on the TVAS than the corresponding TAS scale. Because the TAS
situations were conceptuaLly broader than those on the TVAS, they may
have been open to greater interpretation by indivldual-s. Response
inconsistency on the TAS would tend to support the claim that attention
is iiot generalizabl'e enough to remaln conslstent across a broad range of
life situations as well as specific situations (Taylor, IgTg).
Deletion of items frorn the TVAS to increase internal consisteney
can be supported. Any newly constructed assessment deviCe must undergo
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period of testing during which validity and rellability are fir:nly established.
Since this study represented the first use of the TVAS, one would expect
adjustments to be necessary as the test is refined. Removal of items whlch
correlate poorly with the assigned attentional attribute represents a
legitinate nethod of increasing rellability and validity of the TVAS
Ten of 84 lterns were deleted from the TVAS, and 19 of 52 iterns fron
the TAS. That over one-third of the TAS ltens were deleted to increase
internal consistency to a reasonable l-evel may indicate some serious
deficiencies in the TAS as a measure of attention suitable for use in
a sport-specific situation. Nidefferrs (L977) rellability and validity
testing of the TAS seems rather ninimalr_ and might account'for the poor
internal consi.stency of the TAS in this study. The apparent instability
of severaL of the TAS scales should be taken lnto account by future
investigators plannlng to use the TAS with popul-ations and in situations
other than those tested by Nideffer.
The NAR scal-e deserves additional comment. Approximately one-third
of the items deleted fron the TVAS and TAS belonged to the NAR scale.
Even after major "surgery" of this sort, the alpha reliability reaehed
. only-a moderate leveL for the TVAS and TAS. Nideffer (1976a) eonceptuaLized
narron attention as including both internal and external focus of attention.
Taylor (L979) noted that persons night narroqr attention effeetively but be
unable'to maintain an internal focus on individual thoughts when appropriate.
The results from both this study and Taylorts research point to a need for
separate narrow internal and external scales.
Reliabilitv of the TVAS, TAS, PAQ. and SCAT
The test-retest reliability coefflcients for each of the slx TVAS and
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TAS attentional scales are reported in Table 2.  Thirteen athletes retook
the tests 4-6 weeks after the in■tia■ ad■■ ■stration as a IIleasure of
response stabilityo  Reliability coefficients ranged fro■ .99 (BET) to
.89 (NAR) for the TvAS, and .98 (BIT) to .66 (NAR) for the TAS.  The range
of coefficients was .32 for the TAS and .10 for the TVAS.  The low
reliability of the NAR scale extended the range of coefficients for each
test considerably――.06 for the TVAS and 。27 for the TAS.  With the
exception of the NAR and RED scales, all re■iability coeffic■ents were
above 。93。  Nideffer (1977) reported test―retest reliabi■ity for the TAS
scales ranging from .93 to .60.
Exclusive of the NAR scale, the average test― retest reliability was
very similar for both the TVAS and TAS, and also unexpectedly high (  .90).
TestごretOst coefficients are based on an individual's total score on the
test rather than on an item―bレー itdm basis.  Thus, ■t would be possible for
■ndiv■dual changes ■n an wers to cancel each other out in the total score
and reflect an inflated reliability.・ Even so,卜one ■ould not expect the
values to be as high as those reported here.  Because of the small test―
retest sample size (ュ千= 13), the results are possibly spurious.
The test―retest reliability coeffic■ents for the PAQ and SCAT are
listed in Table 2.  The PAQ coeffiCients for ability (二= 。96) and uccess
(二= 。98)are bOth COnsiderably higher than those reported by Taylor (1979).
The coefficient for competitive trait anxiety (I = 。97) is also high r
than that reported by Martens (1977).  once again, these reliability
coeffic■ents seem high, and can most reasonably be attr■buted to the
small sample size.
Competitive Trait Anxiet and the Attentional Scores
of the TVAS and TAS
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MANOVA wl.th the TVAS varlabl-es revealed a significant difference
between athletes of high- and 1ow cornpetitlve trait auriety, F (6, 38) = 4,23,
P < .005. The findlng of a significant difference on both the TVAS and TAS
led to the acceptance of the first 
.hypothesis and rejection of the second
hypothesis. There was a signlficant difference between scores on both the
TVAS and TAS for volleyball athletes who regarded themselves to be low
anxious and those who were high anxious. Anxlety has a powerful- negative
effect on vol-leyball performance. Vol-leybal1 movements are automatic motor
programs keyed by visual cues, which occur with great rapidity in the
environment. A broad external focus is usually necessary for effective
perfo:mance; narrowing or internalizLng of attention due to anxiety during
play leads to performance decrements and a rash of team errors which seem
to characterize the gane of volleybal-l. Nldeffer (1976a) claimed that the
TAS has some predictive validity for attentional behavior ln speclfic
environments, and the current results tend to support his claim. Both
tests provided empirical evidence in support of attentional- style as as
inportant factor in volleyball performance.
AtrIOVAts for anxiety levels with each of th6 six attentional variables
of the TVAS and TAS revealed differences between the two tests. Slgnlficant
anxiety group differences' (p. ..bS)'were revdaled for'OET, OIT,. and NAR
scales of the I'\trAS (Table 3), and the OET and NAR scal-es of the TAS (Table. 6).
TVAS neasures suggested'that hlgh anxious{athletes are overloaded internally
and externally, and that. low anxious athletes are able to narrow attention
effectivel-y. Results from the TAS suggested that high anxious athletes
are overloaded externally, but still able to narrow attention effectively.
TVAS and TAS results are oppositional with respect to the NAR scal-e. The
assertion that attention narrows under anxiety conditions ls wel-l supported
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(Landers, 1980). The fact that the TAS reported an effective narrow focus
under high anxiety conditions reflects that either the literature to date
is ln error, or that'theTAS is a pooi'measure of attentlon wlth respect
to competitive trait anxiety. Though no reasonable explanation can be
offered for these results, apparently tlie NAR scale on the TAS is unable
to apProPrlately capture the relatlonship between anxiety and attention.
Dlscriminant function analysis on the TVAS variables revealed that
oET contributed 39.627", orr 29.56%, and RED 16.93% to the berween group
variance, a total of 86.112. These results suggest thaE an lneffective
a'ttentional style may be of greater consequence than having an effectlve
attentional sty1e. I{trile an effective attentional focus may be a precursor
to athletic success, an lneffective attentional focus will practically
ensure failure.
Discriminant function analysis on the TAS variables revealed that
NAR contributed 7g.851i. and BET 11.502 to the berween group variance, a
total of 9I.357.. Though the TAS eaptured a large portion of the anxiety
groups variance, it did so inappropriately and is thus a poor measure
of the relationship between competitive trait anxiety and attention.
AblLity Levels and Attentional Seores
of the TVAS and TAS
, IIANOVA with the TVAS attentional variables revealed a significant
differ'ence between athletes of high- and low ablJ-ity, F (6, 38) = 2.99,
p < .05. A significant overall group difference was also reveal-ed for
the TAS, F (6, 38) = 9.37r ! < .001. The finding of a significant
difference on both the TVAS and TAS l-ed to the acceptance of the third
hypothesis and a rejection of the fourth hypothesls. There was a
signifieant difference between the scores on both the TVAS and TAS for
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volleybalL athletes who perceived themselves as being of low ability
versus those who perceived themselves to be of high ability. Although
both the TVAS and TAS provided support of attentional abilities as
determiners of vo1leyball perfo:mance, the area of psychological sklLls
has generally been neglected by coaches in favor of physical skill_
development. These results suggest that coaches and athletes would be
wi-se to exPress an inteiest in attentional abil-ities in the future.
AI{ovArs for ability levels with each of the slx attentional
variables of the TVAS and TAS reveal-ed diffeSelrrces between the two
tests. Significant ability group differences (g< .05) were revealed for
the orr scale of the TVAS (Table 4)', and the BET, 0rr, and RED scales of
the TAS (tatte 7). TVAS measures suggested that low ability athletes are
frequently overloaded internally. Results from the TAS suggested'that
high ability athletes maintain a broad external focus, while low ability
athletes become overloaded internally and narrow attention excessively.
Both tests are i-n agreiement on internal overloading among low ability
athletes. Volleyball players of high ability would be expecred to maintain
a broad external focus of attenti.on because of ihe task demands of the
sport. Because there are rarely times in performing when a player should
narrow dor^m to a single thought or object, athletes who narrow attention
excessively would be expected to be of lesser ability. With respect to
the BEi and RED scales, the TAS is a better discriminator among ability
groups than the TVAS.
Discrlnlnant function analysis on the TVAS variables revealed that
oIT. contributed 5L.427., RED 18.46i4, and BIT 14 .757. to the between group
variance, a total of 84.63%. Onee again attentional overloading seemed
to be a key discrirninator of volleyball- performance. Internal overloading
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accounted for over 507" of the variance, an importanee which is not
lnflated when the task denands of volleyball are consldered. Effectlve
performance during the course of a rhlly is predicated on remaining
external (both broad and narrow) in order to select and act upon the
ProPer environmenEal cues. Athletes who are overloaded internally
would not possess the attentional abilltles to successfully meet the
task demands of volleybaII, slnce valuable cues essential to performance
would be ignored.
Discrimlnant function analysls on the TAS variables revealed that
RED contributed 56.L5% and OIT 
'27.057. 
to the betweea group variance, a
total of 83.2L7". The reasoning used above for lnternally overLoaded
athletes applies to those who narrow excessively. High ability and
reduced attention are mutually exclusive ln volleyba1-1, since a single
cue or action rarely yields e'nough information to alIow one'to effectively
participate in the game.
Success LeveLs and Attbntlonal Scores
of the TVAS and TAS
MANOVA with the TVAS attentional variables'revealed a significant
difference between athletes of high- and lorv success, F (6, 38) = 4.92,
g < .001. A significant overall group dlfference hras also revealed for
the TAS, F (6, 38) = 5.87r p < .001. The finding of a significant
difference on the TVAS and TAS led to the acceptance of the flfth
hypothesis and a rejection of the slxth hypothesis. There was a
significant difference between the scores on the TVAS and TAS for
volleyball- athletes who regarded themsel-ves as successful and those who
perceived themselves as less successful. Anong volleybaIl players of
equal skill, attentional abilities often distinguish the more successful
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athletes. Individual attentlonal errors tend to nagnify themselves and
affect team play in voIIeybalI. Errors become contaglous as teannnates
are unable to maintain their orrn attentlonal focus; team members become
stressed or dlstracted by the mistakes and reaction to those mistakes
of others. Thus, attentional behavior is an important factor in
volleybaIl success.
AI{OVAis for success leveLs with each of the six attentional variables
of the TVAS and TAS revealed dlfferences between the two tests.
Significant success'group-diffetences (p < .05) were reveal'ed for all'slx
scales of the TVAS (Tab1e 5), and the BET, BIT, OET, and RED scales of'the
TAS (Table 8). TVAS measures suggested that successful athletes exhibit
a broad external and internal focus, and narrow effectively when the
situation demands. Less successful athletes are overloaded lnternally
and externally, and narrow attention excessively. Results frorn the TAS
suggested that successfuL athletes are able to maintaln a broad external
and internal focus. Less successful athletes are overloaded externally
and narrow attention excessively.
With respect to success, the TVAS differentiated successful from
less successful athletes on al-L six attentional scales while the TAS did
so only on four. The superiorlty of the TVAS over the TAS with success
groups seems clear, due to the fact that OIT did not emerge as a
significant success differentiator on the TAS. As stated earlier, 0IT
may well be the crucial attentional behavior in voL1eyba11 perfo::urance.
InternalLy overloaded volleyball players are "t,rapped" in their own
minds and unable to effectively process external cues. The likelihood
of such players being successful ls almost non-exi-stent.
Discrlminant function analysis on the TVAS variables revealed that
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OIT contributed 48.24% and OET 28.377" to the between groups variance, a
total of 76.5L"1. The results reaffim the importance of avoiding
overloaded attentionaL processes lf one wishes to be an effective and
successful. volleybal-l player.
Dl.scriminant function analysis on the TAS variables reveaLed that
RED contrlbuted 4r.857tand BET 
'35.05%to 
the between group variance, a
total of. 76.907(. Although the TVAS predictors were better measures of
volleybal-l success, the TAS results reflected the importance of
malntaining a broad external focus and avoiding excessive narrowlng.
Recurring Attentional Patterns
Canonical correlation was utllized to assess the nultlvariate
relationship among the predictor variables (anxiety, .ability, and
success) and the outcome variablgs (attentional style). Two signlflcant
rel-ationshlps were foun'd irith the TVAS.T The first correlatiorr, \ =..'84,)X- (18) = 68.00, p < .001, revealed the following pattern:
High success +--+ Low 0IT and high RED.
This relationship accounted for approximately 837. of the total-
available variance, a magnitude that may represent a sizeable recurrence
among the sample. This relationship lndicated that successful athletes
in this sample did not become overloaded internally (the crucial- point),
but did tend to narroril excesslvely at times. One possibl-e expl-anation
for the hlgh RED value among athletes who perceived thernselveb as
successfi:l is that they rest on their l-aurels of past successes, taking
effective performance for granted. Volleyball players of this type often
fail to process as broadly as they night normally when maximum effort is
required, and hence miss cues that would increase performance consistency
(Kahneman, 1973).
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,The second correlation, \ = .54, X- (tO) = 19.39r !< .05, revealed
the following pattern:
High conpetitive trait anxlety, low perceived success, and hlgh
perceived abllity+ High BET, 1ow oET, Iow BIT, hlgh NAR, and
high RED.
This profile could be interpreted in two different ways. The first would
be athletes who falsely perceived themselves to be of high ability, when
in fact most of the attentional scales revealed that they possessed few
effective psychoLogical abilities. This combination resulted ln the low
perception of success in the profile. The second possibility would be
athletes who possessed high abillty (probably perceived as high physical
ability), but who experienced little success because of attentional
narrowing and overloading causdd by anxiety. .In the first case, the
athletes suffer from a "reality gap" in what they perceive their abillties
,
to be and what they actually are. In the second instance, athletes find
the voLleyball environnent so stressful that their talent is negated
by anxiety.
A significant canonical correlation was found with the TAS, R = .76,
,
X' (19) = 50.34r !< .001. The following pattern was revealed:
High perceived success and ability + High BET and low RED.
This relationship accounted for approximately 72% of the total- available
variarice and indicated that a number of athletes in this sample, who
perceived thenseLves to be of high abllity and successful, exhibited a
broad external focus and did not reduce attention excessively. Wtrile this
pattern represents effective attentional funetioning, it also highl-ights
the inability of the TAS to differentiate on the overload scal-es that
are so apparently eruclal- to volleyball performance.
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The Attentional.Sty■e Of,vo■1.eyba■l Athletes            ■
Vol■eybal■ is a sport which requires Of the athlete the abi■ity tO
select the proper cues from a wide rangel of thOse avai■ableo  A  ffective
player is one whO can maintain a broad exteニュニal focus as play is initiated,
rapid■y eliminate options, and fina■ly focus narrowly on a few cues which
wi■l ultimately determine the direction of the ball and the reactions of
the athlete.  An effective patter■ of att ntion during an extended rally
iS tyPiCally broad exteL“a■~n rrow xte.ual―broad externalo  Broad internal
attention is also of some importance――during breaks ■■ play, tineOuts,
and before serving――though Perhaps less so than the externa■ competenci s.
What is even■ore crucia■ to volleyball perfo.uance, however, is the
abi■ity to avoid the ■neffective attentional styles.  Few athletes are
tra■ned to cope w■th the stresses of ath■etic competition.  A typical
resPonse to such incidents as personal or tenm errors, cOaching criticis■
,
an unfaniliar or uncomfortable env■ronmen ` and intinidating cOmpetition
is internal over■oading through covert sёlf―,alk.  This type of attentional
behavior prevents the ath■e e from processing the external cues necessary
for effectェV  perfёェШance。  Overloaded internal‐attentiona■ behav■or is
frequently accompanied by increased anxiety (Nideffer, 1977), which can
cause the athlete to narrow attention excessivelyo  An athlete with an
over■oaded exte.Mal attentional focus attempts to prOcess too many cues3
this results in confusion and, out of desperation, inappropriate cue
selectio■。  Thus, with reference tO the sPort of volleyball at least,
identifying ineffective attentional stylこs seems ■ore important than
identifying effective attentiona■ behav■ors.
■■effective attentio■■ sca■es contributed ■ore to the between groups
variance than effective scales when the discrininant function values for
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the TI/AS and TAS were combLned. Conparlng the combined variance of anxiety,
abLlity, and success groups showed a distlnct-difference between the fiIAS
and TAS, however. Most of the TAS variance accounted for could be
attrlbuted to the effective scales (BET, NAR), whlle most of the TVAS
variance arose from the ineffective attentlonal scales (OET, OIT). Given
the attentlonal requirements for volleyball, the TVAS would seem the more
useful- Deasure of attentlonal styIe.
Two other bits of lnforuation were gleaned from the discrimlnant
function analysls. Even though. the.NAR-scale,contrlbuted over 79% of the
TAS annlety group varibnce and bl-evlted tie teS jtor" the TVAS as a
measure of narrowed attention, it should be noted that the NAR scale was
not significant in th'e dlrectlon predicted'by the literature (Kahneman, 1973i
Landers, 1980; TayJ-or, lgTg). This further lessens the praetical
usefulness of the TAS with respect to the volleyball- setting. In addltion,
the BIT scale was shown on both the TVAS and TAS to be of little predictive
value rel-ative to vo11eybalI performance. Ihis was as predicted ln the
e.arlier discussion of volLeyball task demands. The speed and structure
of the game generally make a broad internal focus of attention a behavior
of lesser lmportance in the sport
The results show a consistent relatlonship between cornpetiEive trait
anxiety and the ineffective scales of the IVAS, especlally OET and 0IT.
These results suggest that not only does anxiety narrow attention, but it
may also contrlbute to overloaded types of attentlon as well. llorry is
a component of anxiety which could contrlbute to internal- overloading.
Internal preoccupation due to anxiety might also precipitate an external
overload as the athlete seeks to put the lnternalized self-coachlng
strategies (e.g., t'Be ready!rtt t'watch the . ," ttRemember the . . .tt)
lnto practlce, all ln rapid sequence. If further substantiated' thls
、ソi
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finding could be of great importance to coaches. Training in anxiety
management may be a signf.fl-cant factor in achleving volleyball success,
a fac:or which has been largely neglected to date.
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUS10NS, AND RECOMMENDAT10NS
Surnmafy
This study examined the effecEs of competitlve trait anxiety, perceived
ability, and perceived success on the att'entionaL styles of volleyball
athletes. Two tests were used to assess attention--the attentional portion
of Nideffer's (1976a) Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAS),
and a test ofvolleyball aEtentional style (TVAS). Anxiety was measured
using Martenst (1977) Sport Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT), and perceived
ability and success was derived from a personal assessment questionnaire (PAQ).
DaEa gai-ned from these four. instruments were utilized to examine the_ capabil-
ities of the TAS and TVAS to differentiate the attentional style of athletes
on the basis of compeEiti-ve trait anxiety, perceived ability, and perceived
success.
Subjects (N = 45) were female varsity college and USVBA rrA" caliber or
better players who were active volleyball athletes in New York State. These
athletes conpleted the TVAS, TAS, PAQ, and SCAT. As a measure of reliability
for the testing instruments, 13 of the athletes rrere retested 4-6 weeks
following the initial test administration.
The TAS consists of 74 i.tems which relate to attentional behavior
across a broad range of situations. These situations are based on the
six attentional scales developed by Nideffer (1976a) to represent the various
types of attentional focus--broad external (BET), overloaded external (OET),
broad internal (BIT), overloaded internal (0IT), narrow (NAR), and under-
inclusive (RED).
The TVAS is composed of 84 items which represent a variety of attentional
denands. in the sport of volleyball. Statements vrere intuitively written based
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on the investigatorrs' knowlbdge of volleybill 'as a ioach and athlete. These
situations r^rere based on the six attentional scales developed.by Nideffer (1976a).
Internal consistencyvalues ranged fron high (.gS) to moderate (.59) oh the
TVAS. High test-retesi reliability LTas found for the TVAS and TAS. Test-
retest reliabilities for competitive trait anxiety, perceived abllity, and
perceived success were high
As hypothesized, volIeyball athletes who reported themselves to be low
anxious, of high ability, and successful were significantly different in atten-
tional style as measured on the TVAS than those who were high anxious, of low
ability, and less successful. Contrary to the hypotheses, volleyball athletes
who reported themselves to be low anxious, of high ability, and successful were
significantly different in attentional style as measured on the TAS than those
who were high anxious, of low ability, and less successful.
ANOVA was utili zed to assess which attentional scales were able to
discriminate competitive trait anxiety, perceived ability, and perceived
success groups. OET, OIT, and NAR scales of the TVAS were able to differen-
tiate anxiety groups, whi.Ie the OET and NAR scales differentiated among TAS
anxiety groups. The OIT scale of the TVAS was able to differentiate ability
groups, while BET, OIT, and RED scales of the TAS differentiated.among abillty
groups. A11 six TVAS attentional scales were able to differentiate success
groups, while only the BET, BIT, OET, and RED scales did so among TAS success
groups; trIith three exceptions, all nonsignificant scales rnaintained the
hypothesized directionalitY.
Significant between group variance contributions were assessed using
discriminant function analysis. RED and BET were the greatest contributors
to variance on the TAS, while OIT, OET, and RED largely contributed to the
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between group variance on the TVAS. OIT and RED were identified as the at,tentional
scales contributing the greatest amount of overall variance.
Both the TAS and TVAS attentional scales were capable of differentiating
high and low anxious, high and low abllity, and successful and less successful
. volleyball athl-etes. Ineffective attentional scales represented Ehe most
important type of attentional- behavior in differentiating anxiety, abil-ity,
. 
and success groups of fenale volIeyball athletes.
Conclusions
1. Both the TAS and the TVAS attentional scales are able to differentiate
- volleybalt athletes of .'high.rra i.o, .n*r.ar, as determined from the Sbat.
2. Both the TAS and the TVAS attentional scales are abl-e to differentiate
volleyball athletes of high and low ability, as determined frour the PAQ.
3. Both the TAS and TVAS attentional scales are able to differentiate
.
volleyball atheletes who are successful and less successful, as determi-ned from
the PAQ.
4. Each of the six attentional scales of the TVAS are able to differentiate
among athletes who have been successful and less successful, while only the
BET, BIT, OET, and RED scales of the TAS are aUfe to do so
5. The BET,0IT, and RED scales of the TAS are able to differentiate
volleyball athletes of high and low ability, while only the OIT scale of
the TVAS is able to do so.
6. The oET, OIT, and NAR scales of the TVAS are able to differentiate
vo1leyba1l athletes wh6'are high and 1ow anxious, while only the 0IT and NAR
scales of the TAS are able to do so.
7. The ineffective attentional scales, OET, OIT, and RED, make the
greatest contributions to between grouP variance.
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8. The TVAS more accurately ldentlfies fernale volIeyball athletes
with ineffective attentional styles than does the TAS.
9. Slnce the TVAS more accurately identifies ineffective attentional
styles, and since an ineffective attentional style prohibits success in
volleyball, it is suggested that the TVAS is a better predictor of
voLleyba11 performance than the TAS.
Recormendations
l. Tests of attentional style should be developed for other sports
using the broad-narrol^I and internal-external attentional constructs.
2. Future tests of attentional style shoul-d be constructed to
provide narror^r internal and external scales.
3. The TVAS should be administered to vol1-eybal-l athletes in
conjunction with a Eeasure of fiel-d-dependenee-independence to assess
the degree of commonality between the'two measures
4. The TVAS should be adninistered to vol1eyba11 athletes in
conjunctlon with a measur'e of coincidence-anticipation to assess the
relationship between the two measures.
5. The current study should be replicated with a larger sample
to help refine the TVAS by increasing internal consistency.
Appendix A
TEST OF ATTENTIONAL STYLE (TAS) ITM,IS
1. I,trtren peopLe talk to me I f ind myself distracted by the sights and
sounds around me.
2. When people talk to me, I find myself distracted by my own thoughts
and ideas.
3. A11 I need ls a little information and I can come up with a large
number of ldeas
4. My thoughts are limited to the objects and people in my imnediate
surroundings.
5. I need to have all the information before I say or do anything.
6. The work I do is focused and narrow proceeding in a. loglcal fashlon.
7. I run back and forth from task to task.
8. I seem to work in ttfits and starts" or "bits and pieces."
9. The work I do involves a wide varlety of seeriringly' unrelated
material and ideas.
10. My thoughts and associations come so rapidly I canrt keep up with
them.
11. The world seems to be a booming buzzir.g brilliant flash of color
and confusion.
72. Wtren I make a mistake it is because I did not wait to get all- of
the info::nation.
' 13. Wtren I nake a mistake it is because I waited too long and got too
much information.
14. Wtren I read it is easy to bLock out everything but the book.
15. .I focus on one snalI part of what a person says and miss the total
message.
16. In school I failed to wait for the teacherts instructions.
17, I have difficulty clearing my mind of a single thought or idea.
18. I thlnk about one thing at a time.
19. I get caught up in my thoughEs and become oblivj-ous to what is
going on around me.
20. I theorize and philosophize.
，
?
?
?
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Appendlx A (contlnue'd) '
2L. I enjoy quiet thoughtful tines.
22. I would rather be experlenclng the world than my owrr thoughts.
23. My envlronment is excitlng and keeps me involved.
24. My lnterests are broader than most peoples.
25, My interests are narrower than rnost peoples.
26. It is easy for me to direct my attention and focus narrowly on
something.
27. It is easy for Ee to focus on a number of things at the same time.
28. It is easy for me to keep thoughts from interfering with somethlng
I.am watching or listening to.
29. It is easy for me to keep sights and sounds fron lnteifering wlth
ny thoughts.
30. Ilappenings or objects grab my attention.
31. It is easy for me to keep ny mind on a single thought or ldea.
32. I an good at picking a voice or instrument out of a piece of music,
that I am listening to.
33. With so much going on around me it is difflcult for me to think
about anything'for any l-ength of time.
34. I an good at quickly analyzLng complex situations around me such as
how a play ls developing in footbalL or which of four or five kids
started a fight.
35. At stores I am faced with so many choices T canrt make up my rnind.
36. I spend a great deal of my time thinking, about all kinds of ideas
I have.
37. I figure out how to respond to others by imagining myself in
their situation.
38. In school I would become dlstracted and didn't stick to the subject.
39. Wtren I get anxious or nervous my attention becones narrohr and I
fail to see important things that are going on around me.
40. Even though Itm not hungry- if something is placed in front of me
rr11 eat it.
4L. I am more of a doing kind of person than a thinking one.
・T~「
|
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Appendix A (continued)
42。  In a room filled with children or out on a playing field tt k■ow
what everyone is doing.
43。  It is easy for me to keep my mind on a single sight or sound.
44.  ■ aIIt 800d at rapidly scann■ng crowds and Picking out a particular
person or face.
45.  I have difficulty shifting back and forth from one conversation
to another.
46。  工 get confused trying to watch activ■ties such as a football gane
where a nllmber of things are happening at the same time。
47.  I have so 7nnny things On my mind that tt become confused, and forgetful.
48.  On essay testttjmy ansWers aret(were) t。。 arrow and didn't Oover・
the topic.
49.  It is easy for me to fOrget about problems by watching a good
■ovie or by listening to music.
50.  I can't res■st t mptation when ■t is right in front of me.
51.  In games l make mistakes because tt am watching what one person does
and forget about the others.
52.  I can Plan several ■OVes ahead in complicated games like bridge
and chess.
53.  In school l was not a "thinkerl:.
54.  In a room full of peOple l can keep track of several conversations
at the snme time。
55。  工 have difficulty telling how others feel by watching them and
listening to then talk.
56.  People have to repeat things tO me because l become distracted by
. irreleva■t sights or sounds around me。
57.  I make mistakes because l try tO dO too many things at once.
58.  I an good at analyzing situations and predicting in advance
what others will do.
59.  On eSSay tests lny answers are (were) toO brOad, bringing in
■rrelevant info■ulat i n.
60.  :il:1:h:;°
::〕: le[:1:etlel°litfi:[hill[:.inalyZe the things
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Appendix A (continued)
61. I wouLd much rather be doing somethl.ng than just sitting aiound
thinklng.
62. I rnake mistakes because ny thoughts get stuck on one idea or
feeling.
63. I am constantly analyzlng people and situations.
64. I get confused at busy intersections.
65. I aro good at glancing at a large area and quickly picklng out
several objects, such as in those hidden figure drawings in
chiLdrens magazines.
66. I get anxious and bl-ock out everything on tests.
67. Even when I am involved in a game or sport my mind is going a
mile a minute.
68. I can figure out how to respond to o.thers just by looking at them.
69. I have a tendency to get involved in a conversation and forget
important things like a pot on the stove, or like leavi-ng the
motor running on the car. 
I .
70. It is easy for rnel to bring together ldeas from a ntimber'of different
areas.
71. Sometimes J-ights and sounds come at me so rapidly they make me
lightheaded or dizzy;
72, People have Eo repeat things because I get distracted by ny ovm
irrelevant thoughts.
73. People pull the wool over my eyes because I fail to see when they
are obviously kidding by looking at the way they are smiling or
listening to their joking Eone.
74. I can spend a lot of time just looking at things with my mind
.almost a compl-ete blank except for reflecting the things I see.
Appendix B
ITEM NTIMBERS FOR EASH TAS ATTEMIONAL SCALE
Attentional
Scale
Item
Number
BET 34, 44, 55, 65, 68
oET 1, 7,8, 11, 29,30, 33, 35, 46,56,64,71
Brr 3, 20, 24, 27, 34, 5L, 52, 70
orr 2, 10, 19, 28, 47, 59, 69, 72, 73
NAR 4, 6, !4, 18, 25" 26, 28, 29,i,. 31., 32,,. 43, 49
RED 4, 5, 6, 15, 17, 18, 27, 39, 48, 49, 51, 62, 66, 69, 74
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Appendlx C
TEST'OF VOLLEYBALL ATTENTIONAT STTLE (TVAS) ITEMS
1. I seem to be constantLy aware'of where the court boundaries are.
2. The opposing splker consistently beats my attenPts to block by
hlttlng the same directlon each tlme.
3. Wtren I am actually playing, I am almost totally unaware of the
spectators.
4. The opposing blocker hlts the net, but there is no whistle. I
glare at the umpire ln dlsgust, forgetting the game.
5. Followlng a poor first Pass' I take charge by calling for andplaying the ball-, ignoring teamatesr efforts to play the ball
from poorer positions.
6. I have difficulty playing a ball that is out of bounds and falling
near an obstacle such as a wall, guy-wire' or bl-eachers.
7. It ls equally easy for me to concentrate against less skilled
and more skilled oPPonents.
8. Two hitEers are in my field of vislon, one requiring a short set
and the other a l-ong set. I fail to decide decisiveLy and set the
ball between them.
9. I can usually stay "upt' and confident even through one of my
poorer performances.
10. If I an blocked early in the game' I dink for the remainder of
the game.
11. My teammate and I collide while trylng to receive the serve. 0n
the next serve we both move for the ball. I remember our
prevlous colllsj.on and hesltate' passing the ball poorly.
L2. When I go back to serve, I select a certain player or area of the
court as my target and focus my attention there.
13. I constantly "taIk to myself" while I am performing'
L4. There are Eoments when I lose track of my teamatest positions
during the game.
15. I make a very good net pLay for side-out and rotate back to serve.
I an excited, and serve the ball into the net.
16. I am-not Eaken by surprise when the ball deflects off the bLock
and fall-s in mY defensive area.
L7. I can correctly anticipate where each of the opposing hitters will
attack.
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18。  I try to play the ball even though several teammates call "Out!"
19.  I have a menta■picture of where my tenwlmates are on the court
without looking。
20。  When the coach shouts to me during the game my perfo■luance declines
as l try to listen to the ■nstructions.
21.  The opposing setter mishandles the ball badly and l relax,
anticipating thё whistleo  No whistle ■s blown and the■r hitter
spikes the ball to the floor.
22.  I talk or think to myself as l plan my next ■ov . For example,
". . . ■f the Setter backsets, I will be able to hit one―on―one . . 。 。'
23.  I iiterfere w■th a tea‖‖ate's play of the ball by trying to cover
■ore than lny assigned defens■ve area。
24.  I remember previous errors aid quickly make appropriate adjustmehts,
in te■uls of my position on thb court∫ f r example.
25。  A tealnlnate calls for the ball.  I set tle ball Without thinking and
my teammate is easily blocked by the bpposing team。
26.  I decide to hit the next ball down the line.  Even though the set
■s ■ns■de l attempt a line shot and hit out of bounds.
27.  I ignore bad calls by the referee and concentrate on making the
next play successful.
28.  On defense, I recognize what is happening too late to make adjustments.
29。  In imp9rtant ttames excessive pressure to do well may lead me to do
things hastily without slowing down to think.
30。  When l am tired l tend to lose concentration on the gnme and make
a lot of mistakes.
31.  The setter gives me the signal for the next play.  As l mate my
,spike approach, I find that l can■ot r●member the play.
32.  I get very frustrated when a tealllulate ■s perfo.Ш■ g poor y.
33.  I can anticipate what the oppos■ng tenm w■1l do offens■vely after
their first pass.
34.  I am in g00d pos■tion and about to rece■ve he serve when a teaulluate
to my s■de calls for the ball。 工 an distracted by this.
35.  I make an important mistake, but quickly re■ove distracting
negative feelings.
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36. If our team is behind at match point, excessive pressure to do welL
causes me to make mistakes.
37. tr use the time between games lo anal-yze my teamrs strengths and
weaknesses.
38. I am constantl-y aware of the opponentts movements as they form an
attack.
39. I am more comfortable p1-aying volleyball with only one or two
teammates as opposed to six.
40. I recognize a key play and make a key block or dig.
4L. It is equally easy for me to concentrate either at home or away.
42. I quiekly nentally rehearse the movements explained in our timeout
when I return to the court.
43. Faced with only one blocker, I have my choice of shots. I fail to
decide positively enough and hlt straight into the blockerrs arrns.
44. Wtren I am slightly injured and continue to play' I tend to make a
1ot of nistakes.
45. I am placed inta new and dnfamii:.".'position in the'fine-uj. My
new responsibilities conf'use me artd ny p'etformance declines.
46. Wtren I make a mistake I have trouble forgetting it and concentrating
on my ongoing performance.
47. I have just been warned by the official. I am very uPset, and my
performance declines.
48. I am distracted by play in the adjacent court
49. Earl-y ln the game I spike poorLy. During a crucial point I tell
. 
the setter not to set me.
50. 'An opponent is about to spike. I remember the hitterrs tendency to
spike in a certain direction and shift my anns in that direction to
block the ball-.
51. My performance declines if I leave a favorite piece of equipment
or clothing at home.
52. I am ready to serve when tny target receiver shifts Position. I am
distracted bY this
53. Wtren blocking one-on-cne, I have difficulty deciding where to block
the opposing hitter and arn easily beaten.
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54. I see a situation and recall a movement practiced previously or
suggested by the coach, and begin to put lt into operation.
55. If my performance has begun poorly, I arn able to forget about my
mistakes and concentrate on the game.
56. I take intentional advantage of openings in the opponent's defense.
57. T have difficulty deciding how and where to serve.
58. I get lost in the gane so intensely that I am not aware of the coach
or captain shouting instructions after a play.
59. I scrambl-e to set a ball after.a poor first hit. I hear the. i
opponents cornplalnlng about a doubl-e hit and at the saine time notice
a hitter out of the'corner of my eye. I set the ball poorly.
60. I am able to consistently hit a good shot when faced with a double
b1ock.
61. I have pJ-ayed several matches and am tired. During the last game
of the day I lose concentration on the game while thinking how good
. 
it would febl to slt down or take a hot shower.
62. I constantly monitor or check my position on the court relative to
other players, court markings, and the net.
63. I am unaware of my teammates and opponents, other than those in my
immediate area..
64. 'I have been accused of hitting blindly into the block.
65. I can observe the game situation and think ahead.
66. ltrhen I am not dlrectly involved in the action, I feel like a
spectator.
67. I am abl-e to watch the movements,of opposing players and respond
appropriately.
68. Playing back-row defense, I can telI where the hitter will place
the ball- and adjust accordingly.
69. I am about to spike when I remember that the opponents blocked ne
for a point on the previous tnro plays. I hit the ball poorly.
70, I am worried abouE playing against a superior team or a much better
player.
7L. I set to a poorly positioned spiker wlthout thinking.
72. Wtren I am performing I coach myself mental1y with instructions.
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73. Following a minor injury I have difficulty concentrating on the game.
74. trItrile playlng I am constantly analyzing the game.
75. My friends are watching and I want to impress them by hitting the
next ball very- hard
76. Playing back-row defense, I can quickly reeognize blockersr mlstakes
and make up for them.
77. lJtren covering a hitter, I an caught by surprise when the bal-I is
blocked. Consequently I fail to play the ball.
78. I have just spiked for a point or made an exceptlonal defensive
play at a cruclaL time. I "ease off" afterwards with the feellng
that I have earned ny place on the court for the rest of the natch.
79. I mlss an easy hit or dig and I begin to criticize myself. I get
an easy chance a minute later but cannot concentrate and I miss
agaln.
80. I remember personality conflicts with another player while on
the court.
81. I have just made an important mistake. My teanrmates assure me that
it was noE compLetely my fault, but I continue to think about it
and make more mistakes.
82. I am aware of how plays are developlng around me.
83. I,trtren playing away from home I rnay be distracted by the new
surroundings, particularly just before or early in the natch.
84. My team is l-osing badly. I begin to do desperate things such as
trying to hit a bad set hard for a point, or serve an "acett every
tine.
-l I
Appendix D
ITEM NU}AERS FOR EACH TVAS ATTEMIONAI SCALE
Attentional Item
Scale Number
BET l, 14, L6, L7r 33, 38,56, 58,60, 63, 64,67,68, 76,
77, 82
oET 6, 8, 20, 28, 39, 43, 48, 53, 59, 83
Brr 9, 13, 19, 22, 24, 37, 40, 42, 50, 54, 55, 62, 65, 72,
I74
orr 10, 11, 15, 2g,30, 31, 36, 44,45, 49,57,6r, 69,70,
73, 79, 80, 84
NAR 3, 5, 7, L2, 23, 27, 34, 35, lil, 51, 52
RED 2, 4, 18, 21, 25, 26, 32, 46, 47, 66, 7L, 75, 78, 81
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Appendix E
PERSONAL ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Name:
Instltution:
Please mark x in the space that best represents your personal assessment of
the statements. Example: If you have always been on winning vol1eybaLl teams,
mark x in the left hand space; if you have been on as many winning as loslng
volleyball teams, mark x in the middle space.
In vollevball I have been
on winning teans
unnoticed
successful
frustrated
haPPy
uncertain
My volleyba■l athletic_■bility is
above average
bad
ridiculed by coach
superior
limited
praised by others
encouraging
strong
worse than most
below average
good
praised by coach
inferior
broad
ridiculed by others
frustrating
weak
better than most
on losing teams
recognized
unsuccessful
rewarded
bad
confident
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Appendix F
SPORT COMPETIT工ON ANXIETY TEST ITEMS
l.  competing against Others is socially enjoyable.
2.  Before l compete l fee■ uneasy.
3.  Before l compete l worry about not perfo■Ш■ng well.
4.  I am a good sportsman when l compete.
5。  lJhen l compete l worry about making mistakes.
6。  Before l compete tt a■  calm.
7.  Setting a goal is importanゼ when compe i g。
8。  Before l compete tt get a queasy feeling in my stomach.
9.  」ust before competing l notice my heart beats faster than usual.
10。  1 like to compete in games that deIIland considerable energy。
11.  Before T COmpete l feel relaxed.
12.  Before l compete l nm nervous.
13.  Team sports are ■ore exciting than individual sports.
14.  I get nervous wanting tO start the game.
15.  Before l compete tt usually get up tight.
|    ‐
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